
Flora and Fauna- or how  the May Day Festival Began

"Flora, when she had amassed great wealth by the arts of the courtesan, made the people her heir and left a settled sum of money,
the annual interest on which should enable her birthday to be celebrated by the production of the games which they call the Floralia,
which seemed scandalous to the senate, they were please to find an argument for, in her name, that some dignity might be added
to a disgraceful business; and they pretended she was the goddess who presides over flowers and that it was meet that man should
appease her, that the fruits, with the trees and the vines, might flourish well and prosperously.......           And so these games are
celebrated, as befits the memory of a courtesan, with every kind of lasciviousness, for besides the licence of language, which is an
outpouring of all obscenity, courtesans, who on this occasion, play the part of actresses, upon the fierce solicitation of the people,
do even strip off their clothes and are so kept dancing obscenely in the public view, even to the surfeiting of lustful eyes.
"Dictionary of Courtesans by C. Hayward/ University Books 1962 

Using  the female breast as part of her canvas,
Annie Sprinkle creates exotic images  that reflect her own unique

philosophy-  her love of life and of women, her  religious heritage and her
experiences in the sex industry.

Her art, as her other creative endeavors, springs from a seemingly endless internal well of sexuality, artistry and beauty.
Like the courtesans of old, perhaps it is that boundless creative force within her which compels her and her peers into a life
which some believe to be outside the realm of acceptable behavior. Those who do not know such sexual energy within their

soul will never understand what it is like to be uncommon.

Contrary to the popular
stereotype of the illiterate hooker with no other job skills, many sex

workers are multi-talented individuals who use their work in the sex industry  to subsidize
their artistic and literary endeavors. Sex work has financed many
art and book projects, and paid the tuition for many a worker to

attend institutions of  higher education.  
Instead of spending all our “ill gotten gain” on a drug habit,
many of us whores use our money to purchase computers, 

cameras, video editing equipment etc. so we can share with
the world our vision of it. 

Here are some works of art by sex workers in the US and
Europe, many of which were exhibited at the Sex Worker Art

Exhibit in Germany,  organized by and for sex workers around the world.
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